
Section B

FINISHING PANELS



WHITE  RAL 9010 31,20

B - 2

SILVER GREY RAL 9006 31,20 63,03

BLACK RAL 9005 31,20 63,03

WALNUT COLOUR 31,20 63,03

63,03

IMPORTANT 

All the panel prices quoted in the following chapters are inclusive of Brown Ral 
colour 8017 inside / ouside panel-fixing frames. 

If inside / ouside panel-fixing frames are required in different colours, the below-
mentioned extra cost must be added to the panel price. 

EXTRA COST FOR 
INSIDE/OUTSIDE PANEL-FIXING FRAMES 

DIFFERENT FROM STANDARD COLOUR BROWN RAL 8017

RAL COLOUR SINGLE LEAF DOUBLE LEAF

RAL AS PER SAMPLE 52,21 105,04



FINISHING 
PANELS

Chap. 13 - DIBITOTEM COLLECTION

NOTE: In case of double leaf panels with symmetric leaves, the total amount of the finishing panel has to 
be calculated doubling the price of the single leaf.
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NOTE: If inside/outside panel-fixing frames are required in colours  different from the standard Brown Ral 
8017, the extra cost quoted on page B-2 of this price list must be added to the panel price.



Materials:

Polymer-veneered panels Polymer-veneered panels
for inside installation for outside installation

Polymer panel for 
inside installation
Polymer panel for 
outside installation

Polymer panel for 
inside installation
Polymer panel for 
outside installation
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OUTSIDE INSIDE

(1) The availability of the panel with different dimensions is subject to a feasibility study and estimate. Contact 
our Order Department.

549,12 578,18

607,46 636,52

1 LEAF

OUTSIDE INSIDE

TWO-COLOURED PANEL

480,48

567,88538,82

509,54

DIBITOTEM COLLECTION (10 mm thick)

MONOCHROMATIC PANEL

Dimension: 800-850-900 X 2000-2100 mm (1)

1 LEAF

The available colours refer to the above mentioned materials.

All the door panels of DibiTotem Collection can be realized in two different versions: 
Monochromatic version (with the same material and colour) or 

Two-coloured version (with 2 materials and 2 colours).

If the door panel is Monochromatic, the allowed exposure corresponds 
to the exposure of the chosen material.

If the door panel is Two-coloured, no matter which materials are chosen, the application is 
permitted only inside, in positions protected from atmospheric agents.



AMERICA EGIZIO

EUROPA INDIA

MEXICO STONEHENGE
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OCCIDENTE

DIBITOTEM COLLECTION (10 mm thick)

AFRICA

EQUATORE

MODELS

AZTECO

INCAS
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